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Let R be a commutative ring. Define an FH-algebra H to be a Hopf algebra 
and a Frobenius algebra over R with a Frobenius homomorphism I) such that 
&) hcl, #(h(,,) = #(h) . 1 for all h E H. This is essentially the same as to 
consider finitely generated projective Hopf algebras with antipode. For modules 
over FH-algebras we develop a cohomology theory which is a generalization 
of the cohomology of finite groups. It generalizes also the cohomology of 
finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebras. In particular the following results 
are shown. The complete homology can be described in terms of the complete 
cohomology. There is a cup-product for the complete cohomology and some 
of the theorems for periodic cohomology of finite groups can be generalized. 
We also prove a duality theorem which expresses the cohomology of the 
“dual” of an H-module as the “dual” of the cohomology of the module. The 
last section provides techniques to describe under certain conditions the coho- 
mology of H by the cohomology of sub- and quotient-algebras of H. In 
particular we have a generalization of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
for the cohomology of groups. 
1. The cohomology of modules over Hopf algebras as represented in this 
paper generalizes to a certain degree the cohomology of groups as well as the 
cohomology of Lie algebras and restricted Lie algebras. In fact if G is a 
group and A is a G-module, then it is well known that 
Furthermore, we have for a (restricted) Lie algebra g over a field k with 
(restricted) universal enveloping algebra U(g) and a g-module A isomorphisms 
Hn(g, A) s extyU,(,,,,,(k, A) for n > 0. 
In these cases Z[G] and U(g) are Hopf algebras with antipode over Z and 
K respectively. A lot about the cohomology of finite groups and finite-dimen- 
sional restricted Lie algebras can be derived from the fact that Z[G]/Z and 
U(g)/k are Frobenius algebras. So we shall frequently use the fact that a 
finitely generated projective Hopf algebra H with antipode over a commuta- 
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tive ring R with pie(R) = 0 is a Frobenius algebra [7, Theorem 71 with a 
Frobenius homomorphism 4 such that &) h&(h(,,) = 1,5(/z) . 1 for all 
h E H. We shall call H an FH-algebra if H is a Hopf algebra and a Frobenius 
algebra with a Frobenius homomorphisms with the above mentioned prop- 
erty. Most of the homological content of this paper applies to modules over 
FH-algebras. 
Let H be an FH-algebra over a commutative ring R and A be an H-mod- 
ule. The (co-)homology of H with coefficients in A is defined by 
H,(H, A) :== torkHrR’(R, A) and Hn(H, A) := ext;“,,,,(R, A), respectively; 
so we have a generalization of the (co-)homology of finite groups as well as 
of finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebras. For nonzero Lie algebras g over 
a field k the universal enveloping algebra U(g) is infinite-dimensional, so it 
is not a Frobenius algebra and most of the theory developed here does not 
apply. 
For FH-algebras, there are complete resolutions which allow to define 
the (co-)homology groups also for negative II. We obtain in this paper an 
expression of the n-th homology group by a (-n - I)-th cohomology group. 
Furthermore we develop a cup-product which has similar properties as in the 
group case. For some results we need that the FH-algebra under consideration 
is cocommutative. One result derived by cup-product techniques is a duality 
theorem which gives an isomorphism 
H”(H, hom(A, BO)) E hom(H+-l(H, A), B), 
where B is an injective R-module and H and A are as above. There are also 
some results on periodic cohomology which generalize the case of finite 
groups. In particular we show that an FH-algebra generated by one element 
as an algebra has periodic cohomology of period 2. 
The last section provides techniques to describe under certain conditions 
the cohomology of H by the cohomology of sub- and quotient algebras of H. 
In particular we have a generalization of the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence for the cohomology of groups. 
If we restrict ourselves to cocommutative Hopf algebras with antipode, 
then they are group objects in the category of cocommutative coalgebras. So 
one may consider the Eilenberg-MacLane cohomology of group objects in 
this case. The second cohomology group of this theory for example describes 
the Hopf algebra extensions with antipode which are split as coalgebra 
extensions. In special cases, the Eilenberg-MacLane cohomology groups 
HIM(H, 44) of a Hopf algebra H with antipode with coefficients in a commu- 
tative Hopf algebra M with antipode can be expressed with the cohomology 
groups studied in this paper. If H = Z[#] and M = Z[A’] for a group X 
and an X-module&, then H”(H, 4) E H&JH, M) for n > 0. If H = U(Q), 
the restricted universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra h, and 
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M = U(m) with a commutative restricted h-Lie algebra m, then 
H”(H, m) g H&&H, M) f or n > 3 [5, V Satz 2 and I Korollar 4.31. Except 
from these examples, however, we do not know whether these two cohom- 
ology theories are in some sense connected. 
2. All rings and algebras are associative with unit element. All modules 
are unitary modules. R is a commutative ring. All algebras are R-algebras. 
All unlabelled tensor products and horn’s are tensor products and horn’s 
over R. 
By [7, Theorem 71 a finitely generated projective Hopf algebra H with 
antipode S and P(H*) z R is a Frobenius algebra with a Frobenius homo- 
morphism $ such that 1~~) h&(hc,,) = #(h) . 1. The condition P(H*) s R 
holds in particular if pit(R) = 0 [7, Proposition 51. Conversely a Frobenius 
algebra H with a Frobenius homomorphism $J such that x(h) h(,&(h(,)) = 
#(h) . 1, which is a Hopf algebra, has an antipode [7, Theorem 111. A Hopf 
algebra and Frobenius algebra H with a Frobenius homomorphism #J such 
that &) h(,)#(h~,,) = #(h) . 1 will be called an FH-algebra. 
Let H be an augmented algebra. Let A be an H-module. The (relative) 
homology of H with coefficients in A is defined by 
H,(H, A) := torLH*R)(R, A). 
The (relative) cohomology of H with coefficients in A is defined by 
Hn(H, A) := ext;“,,,,(R, A). 
LEMMA 1. Let H be an FH-algebra. Each H-module A has a complete 
(H, R)-resolution: 
a-1 %:...~A,~‘_A,-%A-,- A-, w&t, . . . 
hf 
A 
7k 
0 0 
Proof. Since an H-module is (H, R)-projective if and only if it is (H, R)- 
injective, we may compose an (H, R)-projective resolution with an (H, R)- 
injective resolution of A to a complete (H, R)-resolution. 
Let H be an FH-algebra and A an H-module. Let ‘8 be a complete (H, R)- 
resolution of R considered as an H-module by the augmentation E : H--f R. 
The complete homology of H with coefficients in A is defined by 
&(H, A) := H,(‘% &, A). 
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The complete cohomology of H with coefficients in A is defined by 
@(H, A) := H,(hom,(%, A)). 
By definition we have E^i,(H, A) z H,(H, A) for n > 1 and I?“(H, A) E 
Hn(H, A) for n > 1. 
Each H-projective resolution of R is an (H, R)-projective resolution, since 
all H-projective modules are (H, R)-projective and R-projective. Since R is 
R-projective, the resolution is R-split, so it is an (H, R)-projective resolution. 
Consequently H,(H, A) e torn”(R, A) and H”(H, A) g ext,“(R, A) for all n. 
3. Let I/ be the Frobenius homomorphism of the FH-algebra H. Then 
3 is a free generator of H* as a left H-module and also as a right H-module 
[3,2.(4)]. So #*(h) defined by h 0 # = # 0 #*(h) is an algebra automorphism 
of H, the Nakayama automorphism [3]. 
Let A be a left H-module. Then A0 is the left H-module with underlying 
abelian group A and multiplication h . a = #*(h)a. 
Since H is finitely generated projective, there is a natural isomorphism 
hom(hom(H, R), H) z H @ H. 
Let C ri @ Zi be the image of the inverse of the Frobenius isomorphism 
a-l. Then we have by [4, Satz 10 and (1 l)] 
c hri @ li = c ri @ &h 
c rib @ li = c ri @ 4*(h) l< 
C #(ri) Zi = 1 = C ri#(Zi). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let A be a left H-module and B be an R-module. The homomorphism 
tr : hom(A, B) gf+ (A 3 a ++ C ri @ f(Zia) E H @ B) E hom,(A, H @ B) 
is called the trace map. Clearly tr(f) E hom,(A, H @ B) because of (I). 
LEMMA 2. The trace map tr : hom(H, R) + hom,(H, H) is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proof. Hom(H, R) = H 0 4 is a free H-module. 
tr(h o #)(I) = C ri(h 0 #)(ZJ = c ri#(Zih) = h c r&(Zi) = h, 
where we used (1) and (3). It is sufficient to know tr(h o $) on the unit of H. 
So tr is an isomorphism, actually the inverse of the Frobenius isomorphism. 
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Let A and B be left H-modules. We denote the map 
hom(A, B) -% hom,(A, H @ B) hom(A’m”lt)* hom,(A, B) 
by Tr and call it also the trace map. 
LEMMA 3. f E hom,(A, B) is a trace of some g E hom(A, B) if and only if 
there is a factorization off through A -+a H @ B ---f* B with H-homomorphisms 
o and 7. 
Proof. Let f = ru. H @ B is (H, R)-projective [2, 3.1(Pl) and also 
Lemma 51. So by [4, Satz 111 there is an R-endomorphism p of H @ B with 
Tr(p) = id,,, . Since (T and r are H-homomorphisms, we get f = T Tr(p)o = 
Tr(rpa). The converse holds by definition of Tr. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f E hom(A, B). Then @(H, Tr(f )) = 0. 
Proof. Tr(f) can be factored through H @ B which is (H, R)-projective. 
Now for an (H, R)-projective module Pall cohomology groups @(H, P) = 0, 
for 0-P +id P- 0 is a complete resolution of P, and hence 
H,(hom,(R, P)) = 0. Consequently I?“(H, Tr(f)) can be factored through 
zero. 
PROPOSITION 1. @(H, A) is a module over the center C of H. The ideal I 
in C generated by C r& E C annihilates @(H, A). In particular if I = C then 
@(H, A) = 0 for all H-modules A. Furthermore if c E C annihilates A then 
it annihilates @(H, A). 
Proof. The first and also the last remark is clear, since multiplication 
with an element of C defines an H-endomorphism of A. Now Tr(id,) is 
multiplication by C riZi E C and I@(H, Tr(id,)) = 0 by Corollary 1. If 
C r,Zi is invertible in C then the multiplication by 1 is the zero map, so 
I?“(H, A) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let N be the left norm of H with respect to $ [7]. Then 
E(N) = 6(x r&J annihilates I?“(H, A). 
Proof. We have 
which implies <(C riZi) = E(N). Now all homomorphisms homa(id, , C rJJ, 
hom,(C riZi , idA), hom,(e(C r&J, idA), and homH(idR , c(N)) from 
hom,(R, A) into hom,(R, A) are the same, since C riZi E C and R is an 
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H-module via E : H + R. So multiplication by C r& and by E(N) induce the 
same maps on the cohomology groups @(H, A). 
4. Let H be an FH-algebra. Let A and B be left H-modules. We define 
a left H-module structure on A @ B and hom(A, B) by 
and 
i.e., we consider A @B and hom(A, B) as H @ H-modules and restrict the 
operation via A : H -+ H @ H. 
LEMMA 4. Let A, B, C be left H-modules. Then 
homH(A, hom(B, C)) g homH(A @ B, C) 
is a natural transformation. 
Proof. We use the natural transformation 
hom(A, hom(B, C)) g hom(A @ B, C) 
and show that H-homomorphisms correspond to H-homomorphisms. Given 
f E hom,(A, hom(B, C)). Then 
f'(h(a 0 4) = ~fVwWd4 
(h) 
= hf ‘(a @ b) 
and for f' E hom,(A @ B, C) we get 
f&4(4 =f'@a 0 b) 
= gf ‘@e 0 ~,,Wdb) 
= 2 hf ‘(a 0 Wdb) 
= 2 bf(Wh#Q 
= (hfW)W 
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COROLLARY 3. For H-modules A and B there is a natural isomorphism 
hom,(R, hom(A, B)) z hom,(A, B). 
Proof. This is a consequence of the isomorphism of H-modules 
ROArA. 
LEMMA 5. Let A and B be left H-modules. 
(a) If A is R-jlat and B H-injective, then hom(A, B) is H-injective. 
(b) If B is (H, R)-injective, then hom(A, B) is (H, R)-injective. 
(c) If A is (H, R)-projective, then hom(A, B) is (H, R)-injective. 
(d) If A is (H, R)-projective, then A @ B is (H, R)-projective. 
Proof. (a) hom,(- @ A, B) e horn+-, hom(A, B)) is exact. 
(b) The functor hom,( - @ A, B) s horn&-, hom(A, B)) maps 
(H, R)-exact sequences to exact sequences, since - @ A maps (H, R)-exact 
sequences to (H, R)-exact sequences. 
(c) We first prove that there is a natural isomorphism 
hom,(A @ C, B) g hom,(C, [hom(A, B)]), 
where [hom(A, B)] is the abelian group hom(A, B) with the operation 
(hf)(a) = &) hc,,f (S-l(hc,))a). Here we use [7, Proposition 61, that S is 
invertible. In this case C S-l(h (a) h (r) = c(h) = C h&S-l(h(l)) holds. Using 
this, the proof of the isomorphism is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. Now 
each (H, R)-exact sequence is sent to an exact sequence by 
hom,(A, [hom(--, B)]) g homzr(- @ A, B) g horn&-, hom(A, B)), 
since [hom(-, B)] maps (H, R)-exact sequences to (H, R)-exact sequences. 
(d) With the isomorphism hom,(A, hom(B, -)) z horn&A @ B, -) 
a similar proof as for (b) and (c) may be given. 
It should be noted that Lemma 5 is different from the result [l, X. Pro- 
position 8.11 since the module structures on A @ B and hom(A, B) are quite 
different. 
For explicit computations of resolutions it is often interesting to know the 
following results. Let A be a left H-module. Then, H @ A and hom(H, A) 
can carry the H-module structure as described in the beginning of this 
section as well as the structure h . (h’ @ a) = hh’ @ a and (h . f )(h’) = f (h’h). 
Let us denote these modules by (H @ A) and (hom(H, A)). 
LEMMA 6. There are isomorphisms of left H-modules: 
H@Az(H@A) 
hom(H, A) g (hom(H, A)). 
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Proof. The first isomorphism 01 is defined by 
4h 0 4 = Ch(l, 0 wda. 
(h) 
The inverse is defined by ol-l(h @ a) = Cch) ht,, @ &)a. cy and 01-l are 
inverses of each other. It is easy to see that (~-l is an H-homomorphism; so 
01 is also an H-homomorphism. We define the second isomorphism p by 
B(f )v4 = Cod h)f bvd) and PWf P9 = C(h) Jwf (W4d). Again, it 
is easy to see that /3 and 8-l are inverses of each other and that /I is an 
H-homomorphism. 
5, LEMMA I. For left H-modules A and B the map 
01: hom(A, R) OH B 3 f @ b H (A 3 a ~--t c $*(ri)f(Zia)b E B) E horn&A, B”) 
is a natural transformation. If A is a$nitely generated projective H-module then 
01 is a natural isomorphism. 
Proof. First we have to show a(fh @ b) = a(f @ hb) and cx(f @ b)(ha) = 
ICI*(h) 4f 0 b)(a). Now 
a(fh 0 b)(a) = #*(rdf (#*#*-l(h) &lb 
= C #*(ri#*-Wf (Wb 
= C #*(rJf (W hb 
= 4f 0 W(4 
by (2) 
and 
a(f 0 W4 = C $*(hrJf (Wb 
= 4*(h) 4f 0 W+ 
bY (1) 
Clearly 01 is a natural transformation. For A = H we have #h @ b = S,!J @ hb; 
so every element in hom(H,. R) OH B can be written in the form /J @ b for 
some b E B. Now a(# @ b)(l) = b hence a: is an isomorphism for A = H. 
Finally [6, 4.11 Lemma 21 implies the claim of the Lemma. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be an FH-algebra and let A be a left H-module. Then 
l?JH, A) g I?“-l(H, A”) for all n. 
Proof. By [3, Section 61 the H-module R has a complete (H, R)-resolution 
of finitely generated projective H-modules. Call this resolution ‘X. Then 
hom(‘%, R) is again (H, R)- exact. By Lemma 5.c hom(A, , R) is (H, R)- 
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injective if A,, is projective. So hom(%, R) is an (H, R)-injective and also 
(H, R)-projective resolution of the right H-module R* G R. So 
hom(%, R) OH A E horn&% A”) 
by Lemma 7; hence fi,(H, A) g I?“-l(H, A”). 
This shows that the complete homology can be described by the complete 
cohomology so that we have to deal only with complete cohomology. 
6. PROPOSITION 2. The complete cohomology describes module (H, R)- 
extensions for left H-modules A and B by 
ext;“,,,)(A, B) G I?“(H, hom(A, B)) for n > 1. 
Proof. We have to prove 
ext?H,,)(A, B) G ex%,,)(R, hom(A, B)). 
Let 0 + B + !I3 be an (H, R)-injective resolution of B. Then, 
0 + hom(A, B) + hom(A, !B) 
is an (H, R)-injective resolution by Lemma 5.b. So, by 
hom,(A, !I3) E hom,(R, hom(A, %)) 
as in Corollary 3, we get the required isomorphism for the homology of the 
complex. 
COROLLARY 4. The relative global dimension gl-dim(H, R) of H over R is 
equal to the H-projective dimension p-dim(R) of the H-module R and is either 
zero or in.nite. 
Proof. The projective dimension of R coincides with the (H, R)-projec- 
tive dimension of R by ext,“(R, A) E ext;“,,,,(R, A). By (4) and 
hom(R, A) g A as left H-modules we get gl-dim(H, R) = p-dim(R). Now 
[2, 3.1.(IV)] implies the result. 
PROPOSITION 3. For left H-modules A and B and Hf = ker(E : H - R) 
there is a short exact sequence 
o + hom,(A, B) + hom(A, B) - hom,(H+, hom(A, B)) 
- e&,&4 8 - 0 
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and isomorphisms 
ext?i,‘$(H+, ho+% B)) = ext?H,&t B) for n>l. 
Proof. The short exact sequence 0 + Hf -+ H--f R + 0 is an (H, R)- 
exact sequence. So we get an exact sequence 
0 -+ hom,(R, hom(A, B)) + hom,(H, hom(A, B)) + homH(H+, hom(A, B)) 
- exttH,#, hom(4 B)) - ex&.dH, hom(A B)), 
where hom,(R, hom(A, B)) s hom,(A, B), 
horn&H, bon@, R)) s hom(A R), ext&,.,(R,hom(A, R)) = ext&,,,(A, R), 
and ext:,,,,(H, hom(A, B)) = 0 imply the exact sequence. The iso- 
morphisms are also induced by the exact cohomology sequence by 
ext&,,,(H, hom(A, B)) = 0 for 71 2 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. There is an (H, R)-complete resolution of R by left H-mo- 
dules where the center of the resolution has the form: 
..a-(H@H+) “-HN+H m* --+ (H @ hom(H+, R)) -----+ .a., 
Eh 7, 
R 
Yfh 
0 0 
where N is the right multiplication by the left norm N, p : R 3 r H rN E H, m 
is the multiplication map, and m*(h) = h C ri @ (li 0 z,b). 
Proof. Since Hf is an H-ideal and R is R-free, the sequence 
... --f (H @ H+) +m H +( R + 0 is the beginning of an (H, R)-projective 
resolution. By dualization we get an (H, R)-exact sequence of left H-modules 
0 ---f hom(R, R) + hom(H, R) + hom((H+ @ H), R) -+ ... . 
Now since H @ A g hom(H, A) by h @ a +-+ (h 0 #)a and f t-+ C ri @f (lJ, 
we get isomorphisms of left H-modules hom(R, R) g R, hom(H, R) s H, 
and hom((H+ @ H), R) g (hom(H, hom(H+, R))) z (H @ hom(H+, R)). 
The maps hom(c, R) and hom(m, R) induce the following maps 
p: Rgr++rNEH 
sincerNo#=roEand 
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which is easily checked with the above definitions. So the above sequence 
defines an (H, R)-injective resolution of R. By the fact that hN = c(h)N 
[7, Section 41 we get N = PC. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a left H-module. Let AH = (a E A 1 ha = c(h)a 
for all h E H} and AN = {a j Na = O}. Then 
A”(H, A) z AH/NA 
I+(H, A) z A,/#*-l(H+)A. 
For a left H-module A with #*-l(h)a = c(h)a for all a E A, h E H we have 
+(H, A) g (H+/(H+)2) @ A. 
Proof. (1) The relevant part of the complex is 
. . . hom,(H, A) hom(N*A)t hom,(H, A) hom(n*A)> hom,(H @ Hf, A) **. . 
Now m’(a)(h @ h+) = hh+a. So Im(N) = NA and 
ker(m’) = {a E A j H+a = 0) = {a E A 1 ha = E(h)a} = AH. 
This implies I?O(H, A) z AH/NA. 
(2) By Theorem 1, we have fio(H, A’) g &l(H, A), where (A’)O = A 
as H-modules. Now fio(H, A’) is computed from 
. ..(H+OH)OHA’~HOHA’N’O~H~HA’... 
II? II? II? 
H+@A’ m +A’ N’ +A’ 
where N’ is multiplication with the right norm N’ = #*(N). Here, we use 
the resolution of Proposition 4 but with inverted sides. We get 
ker(N’) = {a E A’ ( #*(N)a = 0} = {a E A / Na = 0} = A,. Furthermore 
Im(m) = H+A’ = I/*-l(H+)A. 
(3) By [l, p. 184, (4)] we have toriH*R’(R, A’) E (H+/(H+)2) @A’, 
since the relative homology coincides with the (absolute) homology in this 
case. In the tensor product we are not interested in the H-module structure 
of A so that we get H-2(H, A) z (H+/(H+)2) @ A, where we used Theorem 1. 
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COROLLARY 5. Let 0 -+ A ---t B - C + 0 be an exact sequence of left 
H-modules. Then 0 --t AH + BH + CH is exact. 
Proof. In the preceeding proof we saw that ker(m’) =: AH. By definition, 
m’ is a natural transformation. So the result follows from the fact that ker is 
a left exact functor [6, 2.7 Corollary 21. 
COROLLARY 6. For an FH-algebra H the following are equivalent: 
(a) E(N) is invertible. 
(b) gl-dim(H, R) = 0. 
(c) I?O(H, R) = 0. 
Proof. If E(N) is invertible, then by Corollary 2 all cohomology groups 
Z?“(H, A) are zero, which means that gl-dim(H, R) = 0 by Proposition 2. 
In particular, &O(H, R) = 0. Now, if l?O(H, R) = RHINR = RjNR = 0, 
then NR = E(N)R = R so E(N) is invertible. 
This corollary is a generalization of a well-known theorem of Maschke. 
COROLLARY 7. Let A be a left H-module with A = AH. Then 
E^I,(H, A) e I?l(H, AO) g ker(E(N) : A + A). 
Proof. By Proposition 5 we have fi-‘(H, A”) g (A”)N/#*-l(H+)Ao = 
(A”),/H+A = (AO), = {a E A 1 E#*(N)a = O> = {a E A 1 l (N)a = 0}, since 
49 = 1CIW*WP) = 44*(W). 
7. Let ses(H, R) be the category of all R-split short exact sequences of 
H-modules with triples of H-homomorphisms as morphisms. We define an 
(H, R)-connected sequence {Hi, Ei} of covariant functors from mod(H) to 
mod(R) like in [8, X11.81; we restrict ourselves, however, to R-additive 
functors only. As in [8, XII. Theorem 7.2 and 7.41, one can prove that each 
R-additive functor from mod(H) to mod(R) has a unique R-additive left 
(and also a right) satellite (up to an isomorphism). We write the right satellite 
of a functor F as SF and the left satellite as S,F. In the following, we need a 
slight generalization of [8, XII. Corollary 8.61. 
LEMMA 8. If {Hi, Ei} is an (H, R)-connected sequence with Hi s S1Hi-l 
for all (some) i and ifF : mod(R) + mod(R) is a right exact R-additive covariant 
functor, then {FHi, FEi} is an (H, R)-connected sequence of functors with 
FHi g S1(FHipl). 
Proof. Is essentially dual to the proof of [8, XII. Corollary 8.61. 
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LEMMA 9. Let H’ and H be FH-algebras. Let G : mod(R) + mod(R) be 
an R-additive functor which has an extension G# : mod(H) + mod(H’) which 
maps (H, R)-injective modules into (H’, R)-injective modules and such that 
mod(H) G# mod(H’) 
i 
V 
-1 
V 
mod(R) A mod(R) 
is commutative where V is the forgetfulfunctor induced by R + H and R + H’. 
Then S(LG#) E (9L) G# for any R-additive functor L : mod(H) + mod(R). 
Proof. For a sequence E = (0 - E1 - E, --f E, - 0) E ses(H, R), the 
sequences V(E), GV(E), and VG#(E) are split exact; hence G+(E) E ses(H’, R). 
Now assume that E, is (H, R)-injective. Then, G#E, is (H’, R)-injective; 
hence LG#(E,) + LG#(E,) --f (9L) G#(E,) + 0 is exact. Now we apply 
[8, XII. Theorem 7.61 to get the result. 
LEMMA 10. Let A and B be left H-modules. Then fim(H, A) @ @(H, B) 
and fiqn+12(H, A @ B) are for fixed n and B (H, R)-connected sequences of 
functors in A which are right universal. I? m+n(H, A @ B) is also left couniversal. 
Proof. The functor - @ B : mod(R) + mod(R) has an extension also 
denoted by - @ B : mod(H) - mod(H) which commutes with the forgetful 
functor mod(H) - mod(R). Furthermore, it preserves (H, R)-projective 
modules by Lemma 5 (d). Since a module is (H, R)-projective if and only 
if it is (H, R)-injective, the functor - @ B preserves also (H, R)-injective 
modules. 
Now I?“(H, -) is an (H, R)- connected sequence of functors which is right 
universal and left couniversal for all n, since these functors vanish on (H, R)- 
projective and also (H, R)-injective modules [8, XII. Corollary 8.51. So 
Lemma 9 proves the Lemma for &m+n(H, A @ B). 
The functor - @ @(H, B) : mod(R) -mod(R) is an R-additive right 
exact functor. So Lemma 8 implies the rest of the proof. 
With these means we can prove in a similar way as in [5, III. Satz 3.41 the 
existence of a cup-product: 
THEOREM 2. Let H be an FH-algebra. Let A and B be left H-modules. 
For fixed integers m, , n, let 
.zf : AWo(H, A) 6~ @‘(H, B) + fi”~+~(H, A @ B) 
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be a natural R-homomorphism. Then there exists exactly one set of R-homo- 
morphisms 
v m,n : I+(H, A) @ @(H, B) -+ I?m+n(H, A @ B) 
for all m, n and all left H-modules A and B such that 
(a) ~~o+o = 6, 
(b) vrns” is a natural transformation in A and B, 
(c) rpm+l,n(E* @ 1) = (E @ B), V”+, 
(d) (-l)n~,m,n+l( 1 @ E,‘) = (A @ E’), ~“1” 
where E and E’ are in ses(H, R). 
We define a natural homomorphism 
5 : E?O(H, A) @ fiO(H, B) + E?O(H, A @ B) 
by AH/NA @ BH/NB + (A @ B)H/N(A @B) which is induced by the 
identity A @ B - A @ B. To show that this is a well-defined homomorph- 
ism we first show AH @ BH C (A @ B)H. Let a E AH, b E BH, h E H. Then 
h(a @ b) = C(k) hc,)a @ he,b = c(h)(a @b); so a @b E (A @ B)H. Further- 
more, we show AH @ NB 2 N(A @ B). Let a E AH, b E B. Then a @ Nb = 
CcN) l (Ncl))a @ Ne)b = &.) Ncl)a @ NC,)6 = N(a @ b). Obviously the 
homomorphism E is a natural homomorphism. By the preceeding theo- 
rem, there is a uniquely defined multiplication I@(H, A) @ @(H, B) + 
fim+lE(H, A @ B) which is induced by 5‘. This product will be called the 
cup-product. 
For A = R we have fiO(H, R) g RINR. The element corresponding to 
1 + NR E RjNR will be denoted simply by 1 E I?O(H, R). 
LEMMA 11. IfweidentifyR@B=B=B@R,thenl*b=b=b.I 
for any b E @(H, B). 
Proof. Is the same as the proof of [5, III. Lemma 3.61. 
In a similar way one proves that the cup-product is associative. 
LEMMA 12. Let H be a cocommutative FH-algebra. Let A and B be H-mod- 
ules. If we identzfy the H-modules A @ B and B @ A and if a E &(H, A) and 
b E GS(H, B), then a . b = (- l)‘“b . a. 
Proof. The morphisms Z?(H, A) @ &(H, B) -+q”’ l?+8(H, A @ B) and 
I?‘(H, A) @ &(H, B) z I+(H, B) @ @(H, A) -+(-l)‘b~g’.’ I?r+S(H, A @ B) 
both fulfill the conditions of Theorem 2 as can be easily checked. So by the 
uniqueness they have to coincide. 
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8. PROPOSITION 6. Let H be an FH-algebra and A be a left H-module. 
Let B be an R-injective R-module, which will be viewed as trivial H-module via 
E : H - R. Let NE H be cocommutative. Then the cup-product 
l?O(H, hom(A, BO)) @ E?-l(H, A) --f l?l(H, hom(A, B”) @ A) 
and the evaluation 
x : hom(A, B”) @ A + B” 
dejine a natural isomorphism 
5 : E^IO(H, hom(A, BO)) - hom(fi-r(H, A), E?-l(H, BO)). 
Proof. First we consider an explicit formula for the cup-product. Let 
E == (0-z C-tA P+ A-2 0) be an (H, R)-exact sequence with an 
(H, R)-projective module P. Then hom(A, B”) @ P is also (H, R)-projective 
by Lemma 5 (d). So there is a commutative diagram 
&O(H, hom(A, BO)) @ I?l(H, A) ‘@‘* - I?O(H, hom(A, BO)) @ E?O(H, C) 
i 
,$-I 
1 
$ho 
I?-l(H, hom(A, B”) @I A) 8 &O(H, hom(A, B”) @ C) 
where 8 = (hom(A, B”) @I E), and 1 @ E, are isomorphisms in the long 
exact cohomology sequence. Now 
AO(H, hom(A, BO)) @ i?pl(H, A) 
E hom,(A, R”)/N hom(A, B”) @) AN/#*-l(H+)A. 
Here we use the fact hom,(A, B) = hom(A, B)H, for let f E hom,(A, B). 
Then, 
(hf)(a> = c h(,)f (S(h&) = f(4h)a) = (4h)f)M 
(k) 
SORE hom(A, B)H. Let f E hom(A, B)H. Then f (ha) = &) (e(h(,,)f)(hc,,a) = 
z:(k) (h(,)f )(h(& = CO&) h(,)f (S(h(4 h4 = hf(4 so f E ho%(A, B). 
Let f E hom,(A, B”) and a E A,. Choose p E P such that V(P) = a. Then 
(1 @ E,)(f @ a) = f @ Np where Np E X(C). This may be seen by comput- 
ing the connecting homomorphism E, using the complete resolution of 
Proposition 4 for R. By definition of q~ Os” the representative f @ Np is mapped 
into f @ Np. On the other hand, f @ a is a representative of an element in 
A-l(H, hom(A, B”) @A) E (hom(A, B”) @ A),/#*-l(H+)(hom(A, B”) @ A), 
for N(f 0 4 = Z(N) N(l)f 0 NW = 2%) W(,))f 0 NW =f 0 Na = 0. 
So S(f @a) =N(f @p) =f@Np with a similar calculation as above. 
481/22/1-12 
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Since S and 1 @ E, are isomorphisms, this shows pOf-l(f @ a) = f @ a for 
the representatives. 
5 defines a homomorphism 
Hom,(A, BO)/N hom(A, B”) -+ hom(A,/#*-I(H ker(c(N) : B -+ B)), 
where we use @(H, B”) g ker(r(N) : B + B) (Proposition 5). Given 
f : A, - ker(e(N) : B -+ B) with f(#*-l(H+)A) = 0. Then, there is an 
R-homomorphismf’ : A -+ B whose restriction to AN is f, since B is R-injec- 
tive. We have f ‘(z,b*-l(H+)A) = 0. We also have 
$*-l(H+) f ‘(A) C #*-l(H+)BO = 0. 
H is a direct sum R . 1 @ #*-l(H+), since $* is an algebra automor- 
phism. Let h = h, + h, with respect to this decomposition. Then 
f'(h) = f'(hla) +f'(h#z) = hJ'(u) = hJ'(u) + &f'(u) = hf'(u); so 
f' E hom,(A,BO), i.e., f' is a representative of an element in I?O(H, hom(A,BO)). 
Let a E A, be a representative for an element in fi-l(H, A) z A,/#*-l(H+)A, 
then <(f')(u) = x@-l(f' @a) = x(f' @a) =f'(u) =f(u); so {(f') =f. 
Hence, Y, is an epimorphism. 
To show that 5 is a monomorphism let f E hom,(A, B”) be given such that 
f (AN) = 0. We want to show that f E N hom(A, BO). The sequence 
0 + A, + A +N A is exact. Since BO is R-injective, the sequence 
hom(A, BO) +N* hom(A, B”) -+ hom(AN , B”) -+ 0 
is exact. Since f (AN) = 0 there is an f' E hom(A, B”) such that N,(f ') = f, 
i.e., f (a) = f ‘(Nu) for all u E A. 
We observe that, by [7, Theorem 111, S(h) = &) N&(hN(,)); hence, 
we get 
S(N) = c ~wfw*(~d~) = c ~w(~*wd) = c 4#*Pd) N(z) 9 
(NJ (NJ (N) 
since N is a cocommutative element. We compute for f' : A -+ B” 
(Nf ')(a) = c 4*(N(l,))f ‘(N&4 
(NJ 
=f' (s (2 4*(~d) N21) a) 
=f'(SS(iv)u). 
Now SS : H --+ H is a Hopf algebra automorphism [7, Proposition 61. So 
SS(N) is again a left integral. By [7, Theorem 121 there is a unique r E R 
with S’S(N) = rN. With the same proof for S-?F1 we get a unique r’ E R 
with S-?!F(N) = r’N. Consequently, rr’N = N, and r’rN = N. Again, by 
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[7, Theorem 121, YY’ = 1, and Y’Y = 1. So we get (I-lNf’)(a) =f’(Nu) =f(a) 
for all a E A; so f = +Nf’ EN hom(A, BO). 
It is now trivial to see that 5 is a natural isomorphism. 
THEOREM 3 (Duality-Theorem). Let H be an FH-algebra and A be a 
left module. Let 3 be an injective R-module viewed as an H-module via 
c : H--f R. Let N E H be cocommutative. Then there are natural isomorphisms 
fin(H, hom(A, BO)) g hom(&n-l(H, A), B). 
Proof By Corollary 2 the R-modules f?T-+l(H, A) are annihilated by 
E(N), so hom(&-“-l(H, A), B) G hom(E?-“pr(H, A), ker(E(N) : B + B)) s 
horn@+l(H, A), @(H, BO)). We observe that I?“(H, hom(--, BO)) is a 
right universal and left couniversal (H, R)-connected sequence of contra- 
variant functors. This is essentially a consequence of Lemma 5. The same 
holds for the functor hom(A-“-l(H, -), B), since for each (H, A)-injective 
-and consequently also (H, R)-projective-module A the functor vanishes. 
So 5 of Proposition 6 and its inverse can uniquely be extended to morphisms 
of (H, R)-connected sequences of functors and these morphisms are still 
inverses of each other. 
9. We call an FH-algebra cyclic if it is generated as an R-algebra by one 
element X. 
LEMMA 13. Let H be a cyclic FH-algebra with generator X. Then 
H+ = H(X - e(X)). 
Proof. X and X - e(X) generate the same R-algebra, so that a cyclic 
FH-algebra is generated by an element Y(== X - e(X)) with c(Y) = 0. 
Then each h E H has the form h = a0 + ol,Y + ... + cr,Y4, and we get 
hEH+iffao=OiffhEHY1. 
LEMMA 14. Let H be a cyclic FH-algebra with generator X. Then 
. . . N> HXHNH X--E(X) > H .N, . . . 
.h f, 
R 
f .-x 
0 0 
is a complete resolution of R as an H-module. 
1 This simplified proof of the lemma was kindly communicated to me by the referee. 
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Proof. By Proposition 4 we know that N = PC. But PE has kernel 
H+ = (X - E(X))H = Im(X ~ c(X)). (Observe that H is commutative.) 
Since N(X - c(X)) = (X - c(X)) N = 0, it is sufficient to prove 
ker(X - C(X)) C Im(N). Let a(X ~ c(X)) =~ 0 for some a E H. Then, for 
all h E H we have ah(X - C(X)) = 0 which implies aH+ = 0 and 
(u o #)(H+) = 0. This implies (u o I/I)(~) = (a o $)(~(h)) = #(pa) = 
e(h) +(a) = l (h#(a)) -= t,b(h~(a)N) = (#(u) N 0 z))(h). Since 4 is a free gen- 
erator of H* we get a -= $(a) NE Im(N). 
M’e shall call the cohomology Z?*(H, -) of an FH-algebra H periodic, if 
there are natural isomorphisms E^I”(H, -) g fin+Q(H, -) for all n. q is 
called the period. The preceeding lemma implies immediately the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. Let H be a cyclic FH-algebra. Then the cohomology of H 
is periodic with period 2. The cohomology groups are 
fizqz(H, A) g ker(X - c(X))/Im(N), 
fizn+r(N, A) E ker(N)/Im(X - c(X)), 
where X - c(X) and N are multiplication of A by X -- e(X) and N respectively. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a cocommutative FH-algebra. Let q be an integer. 
The following are equivalent: 
(1) @-q : l@(H, R) @ &“(H, R) --f fio(H, R) is an isomorphism. 
(2) @‘-q : A”(H, R) @ A-Q(H, R) ---f l?O(H, R) is an epimorphism. 
(3) 2% ere is an x E E?q(H, R) and a y E Z?-Q(H, R) such that 
@-q(x @ y) = 1 E l?O(H, R). 
(4) There is an x E l?q(H, R) such that 
@(H, A) 3 a it CJJ n+ @ x) E fin+Q(H, A) 
is an isomorphism of (H, R)-connected sequences of functors. 
(5) There is an isomorphism q? : fin(H, A) + fin+u(H, A) of (H, R)- 
connected sequences of functors. 
(6) There is a natural isomorphism p : I?“(H, A) E @+g(H, A) for 
some n. 
Proof. Trivial implications are (1) 3 (2) (2) * (3) (4) 3 (5), and 
(5) * (6). Assume that (3) holds. Define a(a) = ax = q+n(a @ x) and 
T(CZ) = ay. Then, ~(a) = axy = a and W(U) = uyx = (- l)%xy = (- l)%z. 
Hence o and Q- are isomorphisms. By the properties of the cup-product we 
obtain (4). 
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Assume that (6) holds. Since I?“(H, -) and I?%+a(H, -) are right universal 
and left couniversal (H, R)-connected sequences of covariant functors, we 
get (5). 
Now we define a map QTOTO by the commutative diagram 
HO(H, A) @ HO(H, B) 110.0 HO(H, A @ B) 
1 PO1 1 
P 
H’I(H, A) cg) HO(H, A) mg’” P HqH, A @ B). 
By Theorem 2, no,0 can be extended to a family racy. Kow since 
p-$P+qqp @ 1) are natural transformations with respect to A and B 
and commute with the connecting homomorphisms, we get nrnsn = 
-l PP m+*,n(p @ 1) by Theorem 2. So we get a commutative diagram 
AO(H, R) @ E^IO(H, R) 
,p 
F @J(H, R) 
xl-q(H, R) @ AO(H, R) -!cY.T+ j+(H, R) 
II? II? 
AO(H, 17) @ z+yH, R) L E?-‘I(H, R) 
l@(H, R) n A--4(H, R) Q*‘-q l AO(H, R), 
where all homomorphisms are isomorphisms in particular @-q. Hence, (1) 
holds. 
COROLLARY 9. Let 2 # 0 in l?O(H, R) and let the cohomology of H be 
periodic with period q. Then q is even. 
Proof. Take x E I@(H, R), y E E?--‘=‘(H, R) with x . y = 1. Then, y . x = 
(- l)q. Hence q must be even. 
COROLLARY 10. Let H’ be a Hopf subalgebra of H and let both H and H’ 
be FH-algebras. Let H be (H’, R)-projective. Let H have periodic cohomology 
with period q. Then H’ has periodic cohomology with period q. 
Proof. Since H is (H’, R)-projective, each complete (H, R)-resolu- 
tion X of R is a complete (H’, R)-resolution of R. Let A be a left 
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H-module. Then A is an H’-module. So there is a monomorphism 
horn&X, A) -+ horn&E, A) which induces a homomorphism 
i(H, H’) : Am(H, A) + I?“@‘, A) 
the restriction map which is a natural transformation of (H, R)-connected 
sequences of functors. 
A*(H, -) and E?*(H’, -) are right universal and left couniversal (H, R)- 
connected sequences of covariant functors by Lemma 9. By the definition 
of i(H, H’), the cup-product y”~o for I?*(H, R), and the cup-product v’O*O 
for fi*(H’, R), it is easy to see i(H, H’) v”po = ~‘~v~i(H, H’). Hence we get 
i(H, H’) ~“9~ = v’“&(H, H’). So i(H, H’) is a homomorphism with respect 
to the cup-products, for one can also check i(H, H’)(l) = 1. Now for 
x E I?q(H, R) with x . x-r = 1 we get that i(H, H’)(x) E &(H’, R) is inver- 
tible; hence H’ has periodic cohomology with period q. 
10. Let H be a Hopf subalgebra with bijective antipode of the Hopf 
algebra G with bijective antipode. H is called normal in G if we have 
Cm gclvWgc2d E H for all g E G, h E H. 
LEMMA 15. Let H be normal in G. Then GH+ = H+G and GIGH+ is 
uniquely a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode such that G * GIGH+ is a 
Hopf algebra homomorphism. 
Proof. Let gh E GH+. Then gh = 1~~) gcl,hS(gt2,) g(s) E HG by normal- 
ity. Now, if h E H+, then we have E(& gc,,hS(ge,) = 0. So we get 
gh E H+G. To get the definition of normality symmetric, we show 
&,, S(g(r,) hgt2) E H for all g E G, h E H. We apply S-l to this sum and get 
CM Wm) S-W al) = CW~) WghW4 SWYghd E H since S 
is bijective on both H and G. The rest of the proof follows from [9, Theo- 
rem 4.3.11, since GH+ turns out to be a Hopf ideal. We call this Hopf algebra 
GIIH. 
THEOREM 5. Let H be normal in G. Let G be H-projective. Then there is a 
spectral sequence 
Hp(G//H, Hq(H, B)) * H”(G, B). 
Proof. In Section 2 we saw that H”(G, B) z extcn(R, 23). From [l, XVI, 
Theorem 6.11 we have a spectral sequence 
ext&,,(A, ext,q(R, B)) * exton(A, B). 
Replacing A by R gives the result. 
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COROLLARY 11. With the assumptions of the preceeding theorem, there is an 
exact sequence 
0 + Hl(G//H, AH) --t H1(G, A) + Hl(H, A)G -+ H2(G//H, AH) -+ H2(G, A). 
Proof. Apply [l, XV, Theorem 5.121 in the case n = 1 to the theorem. 
Observe that for a G//H-module A we have AC//H = AC. 
COROLLARY 12. With the assumptions of the preceeding theorem we have 
(a) ;f gl-dim(H, R) = 0 then Hn(GIIH, AH) s H”(G, A), 
(b) ;f gl-dim(G//H, R) = 0 then H”(H, A)G s Hn(G, A). 
Proof. Either H”(H, A) = 0 or H”(G//H, A) = 0 for all m > 0. So the 
spectral sequence collapses to the given isomorphisms. 
THEOREM 6. Let H and G be FH-aZgebras and let H be normal in G. Let 
G be (H, R)-projective and G//H be R-projective. Let l (NH) and •(N~,,~) be 
prime to each other, i.e., c(Nu) and E(N oIIH) generate R as an R-ideal, where 
NH and No,,* are the norms in H and G//H respectively. Then, for all n > 0, 
there is a split exact sequence 
0 + H”(G//H, AH) -+f H”(G, A) --+g H”(H, A)G + 0 
thus giving 
H’YG, A) ss Hn(G//H, AH) @ H”(H, A)o. 
Proof. Hg(H, A) has the annihilator E(N~) for q > 0. H*(GIIH, B) has 
the annihilator E(N~,,~) for p > 0. So HP(G//H, Hg(H, A)) = 0 for p > 0 
and q > 0 since B(N~) and E(N~,,~) are prime to each other. The nonzero 
terms of the spectral sequence lie on the edges. The only possibly nonzero 
differential is Hn-l(H, A)C + H”(G//H, Au), which is also zero since the 
elements in the image are annihilated by E(N~) and E(N~,,~). Hence 
E, = E, . By [I, XV, Proposition 5.51, for p = 0, k = n, we get the exact 
sequence 
0 ---+ E;*’ I, H” -5 E;” --+ 0, 
which in our case is the exact sequence of the theorem. 
Let TE(NH) + SE(NG,,H) = 1. Th en, the multiplication with YE maps 
H”(G, A) into the image off and leaves the image off elementwise fixed. So 
there is a retraction for f which means that the sequence splits. 
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